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INTRODUCTION

ITINERARY

DAY 1: Arrival transfer in Salvador

On arrival, please make your way through to the
Arrivals Hall where our representative will be
waiting for you to transfer you to your hotel.
He/she will be holding a sign with your name on
it. Please note this service is with a driver only.

 
 
DAY 1: Salvador

Salvador, in Brazil’s north eastern state of Bahia,
was once the magnificent capital of Portugal’s
New World colony. It is known for its vibrant
Afro-Brazilian culture, 17th and 18th century
Portuguese colonial architecture and tropical
coastline. The historic heart of the city is the
Pelourinho neighbourhood where cobblestone
alleys open onto large squares lined with ornate
churches and colourful buildings. Most nights you
will hear Olodum drummers pounding out
powerful rhythms on the streets. The heritage of
the descendants of African slaves is well
preserved here, from music and religion to food
and dance.
 
 
DAY 2: Salvador - Panoramic City Tour

The Lower City Tour offers another perspective of
the sprawling city, taking us to the quiet waters
of the Itapagipe Peninsula where life moves at a
slower pace than the bustling upper city.
Fishermen fish from dugout canoes, locals collect
shellfish at low tide, schooners lie at anchor, all
protected by the famous Bonfim church, one of
the most important churches of pilgrimage in
Brazil and deeply syncretised with the
Candomblé. We continue to the Monserrat district
with its panoramic view of the city and on to the
Mercado Modelo, a thriving market for local
goods and souvenirs. This is also a great place to
test your bargaining skills!
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DAY 3: Salvador - Bahia by Night Dinner & Show

The Bahia Folklore Company (Balé Folclórico da
Bahia) is one of the most respected folklore dance
troupes in the world. The company performs in
the intimate Miguel Santana Theatre in the
Pelourinho in a seamless presentation of the
multiple African traditions that underpin Bahian
culture. We will see the sacred dances of the
Candomblé; puxada de rede, a song by fishermen
in honor of Yemanjá, the goddess of the sea;
maculelê, an acrobatic stick and sword dance
with its origins in the cane fields; capoeira, a
martial art/dance of Angolan origin and the
samba de roda, a spinning, swirling version of this
exuberant national dance. After the show diner
will be served in one of the many traditional
restaurants in the area.
 
 
DAY 4: Transfer to the airport for onward
destination

You will be collected from your hotel at the
appropriate time and transferred to the airport
for your onward flight.

 
 

 

INCLUSIONS & DETAILS
Accommodation Standard

Inclusions Not Available

Difficulty Rating Not Available

Single Surcharge Record Not Available

Notes Not Available

Price Dependent upon Not Available

SUSTAINABILITY


